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Description:

Unlock all of the elusive secrets of sushi making with this astonishing sushi book!In Sushi Secrets, renowned sushi chef, Marisa Baggett shares with
you both traditional and nontraditional sushi, all of them delicious and all of them very easy to make. This sushi cookbook teaches you everything
you need to know to make delicious Japanese sushi for beginners. Marisa includes surefire recipes for making perfect sushi rice, tips on how to
find and buy the freshest sushi fish and sustainability and how to achieve it at home. Plus, with her background as a pastry chef, Marisa has created
a dessert chapter that will make your mouth water!This sushi recipe book contains:Scallop Carpaccio SashimiAvocado and Pomegranate
NigiriPork Thin Rolls with Gingered CherriesPickled Okra Thick RollsShort Ribs Sushi BowlCaterpillar Sushi RollsFaux Eel Hand RollsFudge
Wontons with Peanut Dipping SauceFried Cherry Hand PiesWith this cookbook, youll be ready to prepare a host of sushi and sashimi recipes,
and it gives loads of hints on how to slash otherwise lengthy prep times. From the traditional favorites to new and unique combinations, Sushi
Secrets will have you rolling delicious sushi like a pro in no time at all.
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Im confused. I thought these were supposed to be easy sushi recipes...The book is nice, clean, and pretty organized, but these recipes are NOT
easy. Or simple. Or fast, for that matter. Im really annoyed that the sushi rice recipes had the regular preparation - which is a sizable hassle anyway
- and included a supposedly faster microwave preparation, which seemed like even MORE work. There are recipes for many kinds of sushi, so
thats nice, but not many of them were for sushi I am familiar with. And I like a lot of sushi, not just the California roll! There were maybe 4 recipes
that I was maybe interested in trying...out of that huge book! Ultimately, I feel like this was a waste of money and I would NOT recommend this to
any sushi-making beginner. Maybe to someone who has experience under their belt and wants to try new recipes and work on presentation.
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